Abstract- The paper presents a methodology and an application framework (PUAnalyzeThis) that makes use of MeaningCloud API to automatically extract entities, concepts, relations, etc. and calculate scores and grades based on their relevance to a preliminary created topics graph. These topic graphs are either to be created by the teacher or automatically generated by scanning a certain amount of sample texts in the subject area. A prototype has been developed and tested with essays in the field of Computational Linguistics for informatics students at the University of Plovdiv “Paisii Hilendarski”. Keywords— automated scoring, framework, Computational Linguistics, students

I. INTRODUCTION

In light of the COVID19 pandemic, it has become very important for university professors to experiment with new approaches to evaluating essays. The fact that the teacher and the student often do not have eye contact in real time opens up great opportunities for fraud. The conditions in the various universities and faculties in Bulgaria are such that it is not always possible to provide real-time visual contact with means of synchronous communication such as Zoom. Not to mention that the very task of writing essays presupposes unattended work sometimes.

Even in the absence of pandemic conditions, it is sometimes necessary to assess the uniqueness of a text and the extent to which it relates to a predetermined subject area.

According to Burstein, Leacock and Swartz [1], essay questions are highlyvalued components of effective assessment programs, but the expense and logistics of scoring them reliably often present a barrier to their use. Zupan and Bosnić [2] also think that essays are the most useful tool to assess learning outcomes, guide students’ learning process and measure their progress. One of the difficulties of grading essays stems from the perceived subjectivity of the grading process. Many researchers claim that the subjective nature of essay assessment leads to variation in grades awarded by different human assessors, which is perceived by students as a great source of unfairness [3].

Automated essay evaluation has been the subject of some studies in recent decades. Many challenges have arisen in the field, including seeking ways to evaluate the semantic content, providing automated feedback, determining validity and reliability of grades and others [4].
The most common problems of the systems used in the early 21st century (e.g. Project Essay Grade (PEG), Intelligent Essay Assessor (IEA), Educational Testing Service, Electronic Essay Rater (E-Rater), C-Rater, BETSY, Intelligent Essay Marking System, SEAR, Paperless School free test Marking Engine, Automark, MY Access!) are the absence of both a good standard to calibrate human marks and a clear set of rules for selecting master texts, the lack of standard data collection, the need for a large corpus of sample text to train the system, the lack of feedback to students [3, 6, 7].

To conduct a more objective assessment of students in the discipline Computational Linguistics of the senior informatics majors studying full-time or part-time at the Faculty of Mathematics and Informatics, University of Plovdiv, we created and tested a prototype and a methodology, which we present in this paper.

The main problem with similar developments is that they use one well-known formalism to describe a subject area. Each of the formalisms for describing a subject area has its advantages and disadvantages and some aspects that it fails to describe. Therefore, as the first main goal (Goal 1), we identify the possibility of our model to support assessment by proximity to a subject area by using more than one formalism to describe a subject area.

In practice, it has been shown that each proximity coefficient calculated by invoking the corresponding algorithm in the different formalisms should be used with a different weight in the general formula for calculating the essay score. Therefore, we set as a goal (Goal 2) the ability to set a weighting factor for each of the algorithms used and the pre-selection of algorithms for calculating proximity to the subject area for each prototype.

In addition to determining the proximity of a text to a subject area, other variable characteristics of the text are important for the formula for calculating the overall grade. As a goal (Goal 3), we have set the possibility for our framework to support the setting of both static (built-in) variables and dynamic variables specific to each prototype built on the framework. Examples of static variables are the number of unique concepts, the number of unique entities, and the number of relationships between concepts in the text. Their weights have default values but can be changed for each prototype individually. Every developer who uses the framework must be able to quickly and easily set new variables, the formulas for their calculation, as well as the weights of both static and dynamic variables.

To prove that the framework is easy to use, we created a prototype for a topic in the syllabus of the discipline Computational Linguistics and using it automatically evaluated students’ papers for this topic submitted in the last five years.

II. RELATED WORK

Burstein, Chodorow and Leacock [8] have developed a web-based system that provides automated scoring and evaluation of student essays. The system employs natural language processing and machine learning techniques to detect errors in grammar, identify discourse elements in the essay, recognize potentially undesirable elements of style and score the essay scoring system. All these capabilities outperform baseline algorithms, and some of the tools agree with human judges in their evaluations as often as two judges agree with each other.

McNamara et al. [9] compute essay scores using a hierarchical approach, analogous to an incremental algorithm for hierarchical classification. The features included in the analysis are computed using the automated tools, Coh-Metrix, the Writing Assessment Tool, and Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count. Overall, the models developed to score all the essays in the data set to report 55% exact accuracy and 92% adjacent accuracy between the predicted essay scores and the human scores. The results indicate that this is a promising approach to automated essay scoring that could provide more specific feedback to writers and may be relevant to other natural language computations, such as the scoring of short answers in comprehension or knowledge assessments.

Link [10] develops and validates an automated essay scoring engine to address the need for resources that provide precise descriptions of students’ writing development. Development of the engine utilizes measures of complexity, accuracy, fluency, and functionality, which are guided by Complexity Theory and Systemic Functional Linguistics. The measures are built into computer algorithms by using a hybrid approach to natural language processing (NLP), which includes the statistical parsing of student texts and rule-based feature detection. Results from validation provide a mixed set of validity evidence both for and against the use of these measures for assessing development and underscore the possibilities of using computerized writing assessment for measuring, collecting, analyzing, and reporting data about learners and their contexts to understand and optimize learning and teaching.

Zupanec and Bosnić [4] comprise 21 state-of-the-art approaches for automated essay evaluation and highlight their weaknesses and open challenges in the field. They conclude that the field has developed to the point where the systems provide meaningful feedback on students’ writing and represent a useful complement (not replacement) to human scoring. Systems recognize certain types of errors, including syntactic errors, provide global feedback on content and development, and offer automated feedback on correcting these errors.
A problem concerning the automated essay evaluation community is the unification of evaluation methodology. Later, Zupanc and Bosnić [2] propose an extension of existing automated essay evaluation systems by incorporating additional semantic coherence and consistency attributes. They design the novel coherence attributes by transforming sequential parts of an essay into the semantic space and measuring changes between them to estimate the text coherence. The novel consistency attributes detect semantic errors using information extraction and logic reasoning. The developed SAGE system provides semantic feedback for the writer and achieves significantly higher grading accuracy compared with other systems.

Crossley et al. [11] investigate a novel approach to automatically assessing essay quality that combines natural language processing approaches that assess text features with approaches that assess individual differences in writers such as demographic information, standardized test scores, and survey results. The results have important implications for writing educators because they reveal that essay scoring methods can benefit from the incorporation of features taken not only from the essay itself (e.g., features related to lexical and syntactic complexity) but also from the writer (e.g., vocabulary knowledge and writing attitudes).

Ramanurthy and Krishnamurthi [12] propose an automated answer evaluation system that uses cosine-based sentence similarity measures to evaluate the answers. They suggest 21 cosine-based sentence similarity measures and measured their performance using MSR paraphrase corpus and Li’s benchmark datasets and use these measures for automatic answer evaluation system and compare their performances using the Kaggle short answer and essay dataset. The performance of the system-generated scores is compared with the human scores using Pearson correlation. The results show that system and human scores correlate with each other.

Dong et al. [13] have built a hierarchical sentence-document model to represent essays, using the attention mechanism to automatically decide the relative weights of words and sentences. The model overcomes the weakness of the existing models built on recurrent neural networks and convolutional neural networks - different parts of the essay can contribute differently for scoring, which is not captured by existing models. Results show that the model outperforms the previous state-of-the-art methods, demonstrating the effectiveness of the attention mechanism.

Liang et al. [14] represent rating criteria by some sample essays that were provided by domain experts and defined a new input pair consisting of an essay and a sample essay. Researches propose a symmetrical neural network automated essay scoring model that can accept the input pair. The model termed Siamese Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory Architecture (SBLSTMA) can capture not only the semantic features in the essay but also the rating criteria information behind the essays. The proposed model is used for the task of automated essay scoring and takes the Automated Student Assessment Prize dataset as evaluation. Experimental results show that this approach is better than the previous neural network methods.

Shankar and Ravibabu [15] have used features like a bag of words, sentence, and word count along with their average length, structure, and organization of an essay to achieve maximum accuracy in grading. They have also used a sequential forward feature selection algorithm to compare the accuracy and select the best subset of features. An efficient subset is formed from a single empty set because this algorithm and its operations made it easy to implement and perform well on small data sets.

Uto, Xie and Ueno [16] propose a hybrid method that integrates handcrafted essay-level features into a DNN-AES model. Their method concatenates handcrafted essay-level features to a distributed essay representation vector, which is obtained from an intermediate layer of a DNN-AES model. The method is a simple DNN-AES extension but significantly improves scoring accuracy.

Bhatt, Patel, Srivastava and Mago [17] suggest an automated essay scoring approach that involves not only rule-based grammar and consistency tests, but also the semantic similarity of sentences, thus giving priority to question prompts. Similarity vectors are used obtained after applying semantic algorithms and calculated statistical features. The system uses 22 features with high predicting power while considering every aspect a human grader may focus on. Predicting scores is achieved using the data provided by Kaggle's ASAP competition using Random Forest.

Yang et al. [18] propose a new formulation of graph-based features for concept maps using word embeddings to evaluate the quality of ideas for Chinese compositions. The concept map derived from the student’s composition is composed of the concepts appearing in the essay and the co-occurrence relationship between the concepts by utilizing real compositions written by eighth-grade students from a large-scale assessment, the scoring accuracy of the AECC-I computer evaluation system. The results indicate that the proposed method deepens the construct-relevant coverage of automatic ideas evaluation in compositions and that it can provide constructive feedback for students.
III. ARCHITECTURAL OVERVIEW

In order to make our everyday text analysis tasks easier to implement, we created a linguistic application framework PUAnalyzeThis. It’s implemented in Java and Python programming languages. It is designed in a way it can be run as a parallel task for parallel Frameworks and Systems like Apache Hadoop. Tasks are described in our proprietary task description language, which is cross translated to a Python Task with the help of Python PLY library.

Fig. 1. shows the architecture of PUAnalyzeThis Framework.

Users communicate with the Framework Backend through WebApp or MobileApp for Android, which uses PUAnalyzeThis REST API implementation with Java ThreadPool based server. The REST API contains web methods for accessing and storing data for PUAnalyzeThis Tasks, Subject Area Descriptions and Subject Area Algorithms. There are also web methods for invoking PUAnalyzeThis Tasks.

When a PUAnalyzeThis task is invoked, it is first read as a file from Hadoop File System (HDFS). Then it is cross translated to Hadoop Map Reduce Task in Python. The Generated Map Reduce Task is then invoked and through REST API Client it accesses functionalities from MeaningCloud API and Google Translate API if input text for PUAnalyzeThis task is different than English.

Reader can observe that our Goal 1 is architecturally achieved in PUAnalyzeThis. There are two distinct DB collections for Subject Area Algorithms and Subject Area Descriptions. A single generated task can invoke multiple Subject Area Algorithms which calculate proximity of Input Text to a given Subject Area Description, which has a structure adequate to current Subject Area Algorithm.

IV. PUANALYZETHIS TASKS

Our rationale to develop the framework was to make the description of Text Analysis Tasks easy and adequate for people, who do not necessarily have programming skills. That is why we paid much effort in creating a Task Cross Translator. In this section we discuss a sample PUAnalyzeThis Task.

---

**Figure 1. PUAnalyzeThis Framework**

**Figure 2. A Sample PUAnalyzeThis Task**

Fig. 2 demonstrates a sample task. Typically a PuAnalyzeThis Task has several sections.
It is important to note, that in general each task is run for a collection (or dataset) of texts, rather than a single text.

The section of Static Vars introduces the static variables in the calculation. There are a bunch of built-in variables, which can be used in expressions in this section. For example, NumberOfConcepts contains the number of concepts discovered in the currently analyzed text in the collection of texts.

The section of Dynamic Vars introduces dynamic variables in calculation. Their expressions may contain functional expressions like DistUniqConceptNums which denotes invocation of corresponding Subject Area Algorithm for proximity calculation of Text to a given Subject area (for example subjArea(CompLing)).

The section of Aggregates introduces variables, which are calculated by using aggregate functions, which are invoked for the whole dataset (set of texts). Examples of standard built-in aggregate functions are max, min.

The Grade Formula section describes the formula, which is used by the framework to calculate the grade of each text in the dataset.

The reader can observe that Goal 2 & Goal 3 are achieved with this PUAnalyzeThis Task format. Static and dynamic variables capability is built-in in our proprietary task description language. Setting weighting factors is possible in the Grade Formula section and in any other section.

V. CALCULATION OF SUBJECT AREA RELEVANCE

A Subject Area can be described in many ways. Some approaches are discussed in Panayotova et al [19]. Here we give an example of description with Markov chain.

If we use concepts in the Subject Area as Markov Chain Graph Nodes, then any transition (vertices) from concept1 to concept2 is the probability for the appearance of concept2 after concept1 in any form of this word or any other synonym word in the text.

It can be easily observed that such a Markov Chain can be easily trained with large amounts of texts in this Subject Area. The more texts are used for training, the more accurate information is gathered in the Markov Chain.

The list concepts in Figure 3 contains the Markov Chain States, which are the concepts in the Subject Area. The list vertices contains labeled lists of vertices with calculated p for each vertex, which is the probability for the transition. The function Calc_Distance first invokes stemSentence which translates the text from Bulgarian language to English, then normalizes the sentence by removing backslashes and stems the words and then removes all words which are not in the concept dictionary.

```python
import numpy as np
import random as rm
#import the nltk package
import nltk
#call the nltk downloader
nltk.download()
from nltk.stem import PorterStemmer
from nltk.stem import LancasterStemmer

from nltk.tokenize import sent_tokenize, word_tokenize

def stemSentence(text):
    token_words=word_tokenize(TranslateFrom(text, "Bulgarian"))
    token_words
    stem_sentence=[]
    for word in token_words:
        stem_sentence.append(porter.stem(word))
        stem_sentence.append("")
    return stem_sentence

#code omitted ...

concepts = [ {id: 1, base_form: concept1, synset_id: 3 }, {...} ]
#concepts are preloaded from concepts database
vertices = [ [ _from: 1, _to: 3, p: 0.3 ], ...]

def Calc_Distance(text):
    text_stemmed = stemSentence(text)
    p = 0
    prev_word=""
    #p ends up with summed probabilities p for each vertex
```
for base_word in text_stemmed:
    id1 = FindConceptID(base_word)
    id2 = -1
    if prev_word !="":
        id2=FindConceptID(prev_word)
        p = p + FindVerticeP(id2, id1)
    prev_word=base_word
return p

Figure 3. A Python partial implementation of DistUniqConceptNums

The graph of the Markov Chain is Complete – there is a vertice for each possible transition, even vertices with p=0.

Then Calc_Distance sums up in p all p-s of all transitions for any sequence of concept to concept where j=i+1 and returns the value of p. The bigger value p has, the more essential is this evaluated text to the Subject Area, according to our algorithm.

Similar to this algorithm DistUniqEntities is implemented. In DistUniqEntities entities are used instead of concepts as states in the Markov Chain.

These algorithms are valuable in that they take into account not only the concepts and entities in the subject area, but also their sequence. This makes the assessment a little more accurate. They could also be used in combination with other algorithms that assess the relevance of a concept to a given text to achieve even more accurate assessment. As mentioned before, our approach supports usage of any number of such algorithms in a natural and straightforward way.

VI. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

An experiment was conducted for student essays in the discipline of Computational Linguistics for the specialty of Informatics at the Faculty of Mathematics and Informatics at the University of Plovdiv. Texts were taken, assessed as excellent by students from 5 years ago, and with them the respective Markov chains were created through machine learning. The list of concepts was set in advance by the teacher, and the probabilistic transitions were calculated according to the frequency of occurrence of the corresponding transition in the texts.

Subsequently, all student texts were evaluated against the Markov chains thus generated.

Then two teachers were given the texts and they had to re-evaluate them, not knowing what grades had been generated for them by this methodology. As a result, Teacher 1 reached 60% agreement with the automated procedure, and Teacher 2 72%. For the evaluation the standard scale in Bulgaria was used, from grade Weak 2 to grade Excellent 6.

VII. CONCLUSION

The work demonstrates good achievement of the goals we have set in advance, as well as more than that. We have a framework that can be used quickly and easily in any case where an assessment of a collection of texts needs to be made. For future development, we will address the need for better parallelization of text evaluation algorithms, making better use of the fact that we use the Apache Hadoop cluster in the implementation architecture. An additional level of parallel work at the thread level in the nodes of the cluster could be used. It is also a good idea to provide an additional level of abstraction to ensure program
independence as to which morphological analyzer is used and adopted to use of several well-known morphological analyzers, which support different sets of languages.
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